This study is aimed to evaluate the effects of setup errors on dose distribution for target volume and healthy tissue within the irradiated volume and also critical surrounding organs for breast radiotherapy (RT) using both the tangential field and the field-in-field (FIF) technique. Ten patients with breast cancer were enrolled. For each patients two plans were generated; tangential field plan and FIF-plan. The setup errors were simulated for a series of displacements of ±5 mm and ±10 mm in superior-inferior (x-axis), medial-lateral (y-axis), and anteriorposterior (z-axis) directions and dose volume comparisons were made both between and within groups. The most prominent changes were observed in setup errors at z-axis. In wedge plan, 10-mm setup error at the +z axis caused a significant decrease in tumor coverage compared with the plan with no setup error (96.5% vs. 99.2%; p= 0.01). The 5 and 10 mm setup errors at the +z-axis resulted in significantly higher healthy tissue doses in wedge plans compared with FIF plans. The setup errors along z-axis had a significant effect on the dose distribution for target volume and also to the lungs. The setup error in the isocenter should be kept strictly below 5 mm.
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INRODUCTION
Postoperative breast irradiation after conservative surgery is accepted as the gold standard for earlystage breast cancer. 1, 2 However, it is difficult to obtain homogenous dose distribution properly with non-computer based treatment planning systems, especially for larger breasts. Factors contributing to dose inhomogeneity include variations in the distance between beam entry and beam exit points and tissue inhomogeneities within the irradiated fields, such as in lung and heart tissue. With the help of computerized tomography-based techniques, such as three-dimensional conformal RT (3DCRT) or intensity-modulated RT (IMRT), it is possible to regulate the dose distribution within the target and also organs at risk. 3, 4 Thus, for whole-breast irradiation, standard tangential RT is gradually being replaced by IMRT forward or inverse planning techniques. 5 The field-in-field (FIF) technique, also named as forward IMRT planning, is a simple preferred method that can be performed at any center that has a multileaf collimator (MLC). 6, 7 Although the FIF technique achieves a more homogenous dose distribution compared with standard tangential field RT, IMRT plans can be more susceptible to set-up errors and breast shape changes because IMRT plans contain nonglancing segments. 8 Both organ motion and patient positioning inaccuracies have been well documented for various breast RT techniques [9] [10] [11] ; however, the impact of motion on dosimetry for the FIF technique has not yet been well studied. The present study was designed to evaluate the effects of setup errors on dose distribution for both the target volume and healthy tissue within the irradiated volume and also critical surrounding organs for breast RT using the FIF technique. Additionally, the FIF technique was compared with the standard wedged tangential field plan.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Patients
A total of 10 patients (five patients with right and five with left breast cancer) with early-stage breast cancer treated with breast-conserving surgery and postoperative whole breast only RT were enrolled.
Treatment planning:
Patients were scanned at a 2.5-mm slice thickness with normal free breathing in the supine position using a Civco C-Qual breast inclined plane on a table-top compatible with the treatment table (Civco indexed carbon fiber MTIL4101; Civco, Kalona, IA, USA). CT data were then transferred to the treatment planning system (TPS; Eclipse, version 8.1; Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) using a DICOM network connection.
Two different treatment plans were generated from the TPS and results were compared in the present study. For each patient, a conformal tangential RT plan with wedges was created and, afterwards, the FIF-RT plan was designed on TPS. For the tangential field technique, wedges were placed on the 3D-CT dataset using the isocentric technique to obtain dose homogeneity inside the breast. For the FIF technique, hot spot volumes established from open tangential fields were created as structures by the TPS and hot spot volume blocking subfields were then determined to improve dose homogeneity for the PTV, which was previously described.
12
Setup errors: The isocenter shifts were simulated for a series of displacements of ±5 mm and ±10 mm in superior-inferior (x-axis), medial-lateral (y-axis), and anterior-posterior (z-axis) directions. After creating these setup errors, the dose volume analysis was generated and a comparison was made both between groups and within groups. During generation of the dose distribution after setup errors, the monitor units (MUs) were fixed to the initial reference MUs, for overcoming planning errors.
Geometric conformality index:
We used the geometric index (g), which was previously defined for stereotactic RT, by the Saint-Anne, Lariboisière, Tenon (SALT) group. 13, 14 This index evaluates both the low doses within the target and higher doses in healthy tissue, notably addressing the homogeneity of target volume doses with sparing of normal tissues. According to the SALT criteria: 
Statistical analysis
The plans were compared for dose distribution within the target and organs at risk generated from the TPS. Irradiated soft tissue volumes, ipsilateral lung doses, and heart doses for the left-sided breast were compared for the FIF technique and conformal wedged technique after setup errors both between groups and within groups. For target coverage and assessing both the low doses within the target and higher doses in healthy tissue, g was used and a comparison was performed after setup errors. Student's t-test was used for comparisons. Values of p less than 0.05 were deemed to be statistically significant.
RESULTS
The median age of patients was 54 years old (range, 30-70 years). The mean tumor diameter was 3.2 ± 1.7 cm. Patient distribution according to T stage was as follows: four patients had T1 tumors and six had T2 tumors.
Target coverage
The mean clinical target volume (CTV) was 965.4 cm 3 (range, 440.3-2053.8 cm 3 ). The mean V95% was 1557.9 ± 669.5 cm 3 for the entire cohort. For the wedge plan, the mean V95% was 1602.4 ± 678.6 cm 
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The mean tumor coverage for the wedge plan and FIF plan was 99.21 and 99.40%, respectively. In the wedge plan, a 10-mm setup error at the +z axis caused a significant decrease in tumor coverage compared with the plan with no setup error (99.21 vs. 96.5%; p= 0.01), and other setup errors resulted in no significant change in tumor coverage (Table 1) . Tumor coverage was similar at each setup error and no significant difference was observed between the wedge and FIF plans, except for the10-mm setup error at the +z-axis, where the tumor coverage was mostly affected and was less with the wedge plan compared with the FIF plan with almost statistical significance (96.5 vs. 98.6%; p= 0.08; Figure 1 ).
The mean HTOFs for the wedge and FIF plans were 0.69 ± 0.14 and 0.57 ± 0.14, respectively, which was close to the level of statistical significance (p= 0.09).
The 5-and 10-mm setup errors in the z-axis at both directions caused significant changes in healthy tissue doses in the wedge plans compared with no setup error ( Figure 2 ). Additionally, significant changes were observed with similar setup errors in the FIF plan except for the 5-mm error at the +z-axis (Table 2 and Figure 3 ). Furthermore, 5-and 10-mm setup errors at the +z-axis resulted in significantly higher healthy tissue doses in wedge plans compared with FIF plans (Table 1 ).
The mean g index for the wedge and FIF plans were 0.70 ± 0.14 and 0.58 ± 0.14, respectively. The 10- International Journal of Hematology and Oncology mm setup error at the z-axis resulted in significant changes in the g index for both wedge and FIF plans. Additionally a 5-mm setup error caused a significant change in the g index at the +z-axis for the wedge plan and the -z-axis for the FIF plan (Table 2) . Furthermore, a significant increment in g was observed in the wedge plan compared with the FIF plan with 5-and 10-mm shifts at the +z-axis (Table 1) .
Organs at risk doses
The mean lung V20Gy values for tangential wedge and FIF plans were 14.88 ± 5.83% and 13.39 ± 5.63%, respectively. The setup errors did not result in significant changes in lung V20Gy values for tangential wedge plans, but the highest lung V20 Gy changes were observed with the 10-mm error at the z-axis in both directions; 9.55 ± 6.92% (p = 0.08) at the +z-axis and 20.70 ± 8.58% (p = 0.09) at the -zaxis, corresponding to a 39.1% increase and 35.8% decrease in lung V20Gy values. However, in the FIF plan, lung V20Gy values significantly changed with 10-mm setup errors at the z-axis in both directions. The V20Gy value was significantly higher in plans with a 10-mm +z-axis shift (20.89 ± 6.61%; p = 0.01) and significantly lower in plans with a 10-mm -zaxis shift (7.72 ± 4.70%; p = 0.03), corresponding to a 56.0% increase and 42.3% decrease in mean lung V20Gy values. The setup errors did not result in significant changes in lung V20Gy values between tangential wedge and FIF plans ( Figure 4A ).
The mean lung doses for wedge and FIF plans were 8.21 ± 3.03 Gy and 7.89 ± 2.96 Gy, respectively; additionally, no significant difference was noted between the two groups. Although the setup errors caused no significant change in MLD for wedged tangential irradiation, the highest changes in MLD were observed at the z-axis with the 10-mm setup error: a 29.2% (p= 0.10) decrease at the +z-axis and 31.0% (p = 0.10) increase at the -z-axis. However, in the FIF plan, a 10-mm shift at the +z direction results in a significant decrease in MLD (4.92 ± 2.18 Gy; p= 0.02) corresponding to 39.2% and a significant increase in MLD was observed in plans with a 10-mm shift at the -z direction (11.16 ± 3.57 Gy; p= 0.04) corresponding to 40.0% changes. Nevertheless, the MLD changes did not differ significantly between wedge and FIF plans ( Figure 4B ).
The mean heart V30Gy values for wedge and FIF plans were 1.90 ± 0.69% and 1.87 ± 1.20%, respectively. Setup errors did not result in significant changes in heart V30Gy values for both tangential wedge and FIF plans. Likewise, changes in heart V30 Gy values caused by setup errors did not differ significantly between wedge and FIF plans ( Figure 4C ). International Journal of Hematology and Oncology
DISCUSSION
The present study evaluates the possible effects of setup errors on both target volume dose distribution and doses of irradiated healthy tissue and organs at risk in the FIF plan. Additionally, a comparison was performed with the standard tangential wedge plan to assess whether setup errors in the FIF plan affect the dose distribution severely compared with the standard tangential plan.
The potential gain in using this simple IMRT method may be lost with any setup error, or patient and/or organ movement. For this reason, most centers prefer to treat patients with standard tangential field RT using wedges because of these uncertainties of dose distribution caused by setup errors. Although this theoretical idea has been supported by some clinicians, it has not been properly evaluated yet. Setup errors have been vigorously assessed in various studies and the most important causes of setup errors were patient positioning variability, breathing motion, and shape changes of the breast. 10, 15, 16 Truong et al. 17 demonstrated that ≤5-mm setup errors at all directions were observed in 83.5% of patients and >5-and <10-mm setup errors were observed in 15.2% of patients. Displacements of >10 mm were found in only 1.2% of patients. However, the use of immobilization devices and image-guided RT techniques using cone-beam CT (CBCT) has been demonstrated to improve setup reproducibility in RT for breast cancer. 6, 9, 10 As was demonstrated in various studies, the setup errors were less when CBCT was used (≤5 mm) and was more (>5 mm) with portal images. 9, 10 For this reason, we preferred virtual setup errors of 5 and 10 mm at all directions, for both evaluating setup errors observed with simple methods using portal images and more accurate techniques using CBCT.
The effect of setup errors on dose distribution was scarcely evaluated; some studies evaluated this effect on standard tangential plans 11, 16 and some studies for partial breast irradiation. 9 Furthermore, studies evaluating the dose distribution changes originating from setup errors were focused on only target volume dose changes and did not evaluate organs at risk doses and healthy tissues within the irradiated breast. 10 In a study by van Mourik et al. 18 , the effects of setup errors and breast changes on dose distribution have been evaluated for wedge, simple IMRT, and full IMRT plans. The authors found that wedge and simple IMRT plans were primarily affected by patient errors (6% loss of coverage near the dorsal field edge and 2% near the skin) and plan deterioration due to breast errors was primarily observed in full IMRT plans (2% loss of coverage near the dorsal field edge and 4% near the skin). Prabhakar et al. 11 evaluated the International Journal of Hematology and Oncology possible consequences of different isocenter shifts in all three directions with target dose distribution and organs at risk doses for tangential wedge plans. The authors showed that isocentric shifts along the posterior direction had a very significant effect on the dose to the heart, lung, and contralateral breast, which was followed by the lateral direction. In another study, the dosimetric impact of respiratory breast motion and daily setup error on whole breast irradiation using conventional wedge, FIF and irregular surface compensator was evaluated in 16 breast cancer patients. 19 The authors found that the dosimetric impact of AP respiratory breast motion and setup error has been largest on irregular surface compensator plan, and the average variations of CTV V95 were about 6.0%. However, the deviation of target dose coverage from the original plan for irregular surface compensator and FIF were relatively small, and hot spot regions represented by body V105 were significantly reduced by irregular surface compensator and FIF plans compared to the conventional technique. Our study evaluated not only the target coverage, but also critical doses. We clearly demonstrated that a setup error of 10 mm at the z-axis in both directions causes impairment in dose distribution both for wedge and FIF plans. These results demonstrated that, although significant changes were observed at the z-axis error for both wedge and FIF plans, the dose distribution within the target-including both less target dose volumes and healthy tissue volumes that reached treatment doses-was significantly less affected by setup errors in the FIF plan compared with the wedge plan, further resulting in better treatment outcome and cosmesis.
Another concern regarding setup errors is organs at risk, including the ipsilateral lung and heart for leftsided breast cancer. In a study by Prabhakar et al. 11 that evaluated setup errors for tangential field RT with virtual 3-and 10-mm shifts at three directions, the isocentric shift along the anterior-posterior direction had a very significant effect on the dose to the heart and lung, which was followed by the lateral direction. In that study, the posterior shift contributed a high dose to the lung 1.17 and 1.59 times higher for 3-and-10-mm shifts, respectively. In the current study, we found that the greatest difference in lung V20 values was found in the posterior shift: 1.24 and 1.34 times higher for 5-and 10-mm shifts at the zaxis in the wedge plan than the plan with no shift, and was 1.25 and 1.50 times higher for the FIF plan. Although V20Gy values were similar for the 10-mm 
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International Journal of Hematology and Oncology error at the z-axis in both directions with the wedge and FIF plans, V20Gy values were significantly increased (56.0%; p= 0.01) at the -z-axis and decreased (42.3%; p= 0.03) at the +z-axis for 10-mm setup errors in the FIF plan. This may be due to lower V20Gy values in the FIF plan compared with the wedge plan in reference plans with no setup error (Figure 2A ). For this reason, although changes in lung V20Gy values were similar for both plans, the difference was more pronounced in the FIF plan compared with the wedge plan. Likewise, MLD was 1.19 and 1.28 times higher for 5-and 10-mm shifts at z-axis in the wedge plan and 1.27 and 1.45 times higher for the FIF plan than the reference plan, respectively. The cause for the FIF plan increasing the MLD is that the lower MLD was measured in the FIF plan without a setup error compared with the wedge plan. Although MLDs measured at the z-axis with 10-mm setup errors did not differ significantly for both plans, the 10 mm setup error at the -z-axis significantly increased MLD (40.0%; p= 0.04) and significantly decreased MLD (39.2%; p= 0.02) in the FIF plan ( Figure 2B ). However, the setup errors caused no significant change in heart doses for both plans.
CONCLUSIONS
The FIF plan is a safe method for delivering a homogeneous dose distribution without increasing organs at risk doses, and setup changes did not impair the dose distribution in the FIF plan more than that in the wedge plan. Furthermore, setup errors did not cause an increase in organ at risk doses in the FIF plan more than those in the wedge plans. Simulation of different isocenter shifts in all 3 directions showed that the isocentric shifts along the anterior-posterior direction (z-axis) had a very significant effect on the dose distribution for target volume and also to the lungs. The setup error in the isocenter should be kept strictly below 5 mm. Further prospective or randomized studies are required to support these findings to make a clinical conclusion.
